Vibrionics/Radionics card system:
Thanks to my friend Jo who mentioned the fact that there may be people who visit our site that do not
completely understand the cards. They may be fine with the rates, but the cards are a bit difficult for
them to understand.
So, I set out to explain what they are and how to use them.
The card is a three-dimensional representation of a rate. Cards have some advantages over rates. The
major one is consistency. When you set a rate there can be slight deviations in the actual rate every time
you set it. Although this is not necessarily a problem, it still is a deviation.
So, let us take a card and break it down.

The basic card:
It is divided into two halves. The name or description of the card on the top and the actual symbol on the
bottom. If you look at the sample above, you will notice small alignment markings. This is just to get every
card in exactly the same position. Our cards differ from the standard Malcome Rae cards by the addition
of an outer shell. The eight triskelion symbols might make our cards look weird but trust me, there is a
logical explanation for this.
The triskelion or” triskele” is also known as the tri-spiral or “Spiral of Life.” The three spirals in the
triskelion are interconnected with no open ends thus creating one continuous line. Each spiral turns in
the same direction. The three spirals represent balance, harmony and continual motion indicative of
the flow of life and of the Earth in her seasons and cycles.
You will notice the placement of these triskelions is aligned with the eight compass points. Each of these
triskelions creates an upward spiral that creates a cylindrical shaped structure. The cylinder is one of the
platonic solids shapes. Anything that is placed on the card will be within this cylinder. Any rate
incorporated into this structure would be drawn up into the spiral, charging everything with whatever the
rate is.

Like a chakra with a vortex within a vortex, the same applies to these eight triskelions. Each has their own
vortex, but also create a secondary vortex drawn from the seven center rings. Although the whole design
is represented on a flat surface, it can be seen as a three-dimensional shape in itself.
The seven inner circles form a cylinder that represent the double helix.

If you were able to stand inside the seven circles and grab the outer circle and pull it upward, it would
form the shape of a cup or glass.

This means the lines that create the rate are not all on the same level.
The small lines in the inner circle are called halve radii and represent the rate.
We use three different systems to create these:
1. The standard system which we use to calculate the different angles for each number.
2. The Pi system where we use the Pi ratio in our calculation.
3. The astrology system which moves anti clockwise where the other two go clockwise, and start at
the first house position.
We first create a rate for something, and then determine which system would work best for that specific
rate.
The card should ideally be used with a card reader such as our QR-REM, where you have control over the
potency and energy. The main reason for our design is to allow a person without an instrument to be able
to make a remedy. Ideally you should have in mind the potency that you would like it to be.

To make a remedy, place a glass with a small amount (no more than 1/8 cup) of water in it on top the
card while having the potency in mind. Let the glass sit there for two to three minutes.
You can now sip the water over the next hour or so or drink it all at once.
Note: Any water will work, but cold distilled water that has been vortexed with a wooden spoon works
best.
We find it also quite useful to wear the card on your person, since the cards is within your aura your
energetic body will absorb the energy coming from the card.
I hope that this gives everyone a better idea of what the card is and how to use it.

